The transformation of Puerto Rico from a sugar-monoculture began in the early 1950's and by 1963 created a diversified manufacturing export economy. During these years, gross domestic product more than doubled, while gross investment and exports nearly quadrupled (Table 1 ). The magnitude of the industrialization, as seen in the rise of the industrial share of GDP by 50% and the decline of the agricultural share by about the same extent, resulted in the doubling of per capita income while employment remained stable.
The transformation of Puerto Rico from a sugar-monoculture began in the early 1950's and by 1963 created a diversified manufacturing export economy. During these years, gross domestic product more than doubled, while gross investment and exports nearly quadrupled ( Table 1 ).
The magnitude of the industrialization, as seen in the rise of the industrial share of GDP by 50% and the decline of the agricultural share by about the same extent, resulted in the doubling of per capita income while employ ment remained stable.
Three policies have been instrumental in bringing about this trans formation. First, the government's package of "incentives" and taxexemptions all but guaranteed the "promoted" manufacturers a profitable transplantation. Second, the low non-stop airfare to New York sparked the flow of tourists to Puerto Rico and encouraged the migration of Puerto Ricc.,1 laborers to the mainland. Third, the "Commonwealth" status placed Puerto Rico within the U.S. monetary system thersby eliminating problems of foreign exchange balances and convertibility. In achieving an appaiently stable political solution, the Commonwealth has encountered little difficulty in selling its bonds on Wall Street or in attracting foreign capital.^1 ne full panopoly of promotion and develcpivent devices have hev'jn describea elsewhere. Here, we are concerned with only the skeleton whicĥ^i ll assist the reader in examining the empirical material. See D.F. Ross 1.
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Exports/GDP (%) Imports/GDP (%) Exports to USA/total exports (%) Imports from USA/total imports (%) 4 commodity conc. ratio, exports to USA 4 commodity conc. ratio, imports from USA a .
b. The concept of dependency examined here is narrow in scope and refers exclusively to annual trade flows. Other dimensions of dependency include, ownership of capital, price stability of exports, the power relations which determine the type and. level of economic activity, imitation of con sumption patterns, provision of various kinds of social and private infra structure, and reliance or. foreign sources for technological and product change. See Girvan (1972) and Dos Santos (1968) .
While data are plentiful on the dive.'^sification of products, pur where R is the "import inverse" matrix, used in computing the imports generated by domestic final demand.
Imports generated by each component of domestic final demand are calculated as follows: See Chenery and Wacanabe, (1958) , p. 488, for a discussion of this t:erm.
The distinction between the import content of consumer necessities and that of consumer luxuries is made in B. R. Hazari, (1967 The distribution of imports in 1948 and 1963 by sector of origin is shown in columns 1 and 2 of where V and V are vectors of distributive shares which sum to unity. The overall difference ranges from zero to two. The overall difference of the change in GDO is . 39, of the change in value added is . 33, and of the change in consumption is .05.
12 However, the ratio of imports to gross domestic product showed a decline from .9202 to . 6786. The gross output generated by domestic final demand also declint^J"., with a multiplier of 2.27 in 1948 and 1.91 in 1963. A dollar of final demand in 19 63 generated, as a result, less inter industry demand than a dollar of final demand in 1948. Since the GDO multipliers rose in 16 sectors and fell in only 10, demand shifted to those sectors wit"! falling GDO multipliers. The fall in imports relative to final demand between J948 and 1963 was; therefore caused by a fall in the total supply necessary to fill the final demand bill of goods . 19U8 1963 1948 1963 1948 1963 1948 1963 1948 1963 1948 1963 1948 196 (1)
'
U)
" (12) Hotel £ Rest. Water 6 San. Changes in the pattern of overall household consumption (Table 3A, columns 1 and 2) are understandable as conventional Engel effects in the face of doubling per capita income. The shares in consumption of processed foods and leather goods fell substantially while the agricultural share was 15 constant and textiles rose slightly. The shares of non-necessities all increased significantly: furniture, chemicals (detergents and soaps), petroleum (reflecting the increased use of automobiles), metals (consumer durables), and services. With the change in consumption composition, 14 The rise in the share of value added was due, we hypothesize, to the following three factors; (1) the rise in Lhe wage rale relative to the cost of intermediate inputs, (2) the rise in the contribution of fixed capital relative to intermediate inputs and the consequent rise of the profit share relr.tive to current account inputs, (3) tax exemptions on corporate profits which created an incentive for American branch plants to record profitŝ^^^r to Rico rather than the United States through accounting and inventory prc.ctices.^T he constant agricultural share reflects the ri^se of poultry, fruits and vegetables. The rising textile share, contrary to the normal behavior of "necessities" may have been the result of the shift to ready-made clothing from bulk cotton fabrics .
The decline in the share of expenHxtures on hotels and restaurants may reflect accounting differer.ces in the two years. In the 1948 table. both processed foods sold to hotels and the total value were recorded as sales to households; in the second year only lhe mark-up on food v/as recorded as a sale to household. Aggregation prohibits the separation ot the food from mark-up in the earlier year. 1963 19118 1953 19^8 1963 1948 A» Consumpt ion ( C) were (a) an income effect through which American products were viewed as "superior" goods, (b) a price effect resulting from declining shipping costs, and (c) a general shift in preferences toward mainland-style commodities. Working to reduce imports was the establishment of American branch plants which supplied a portion of the expanding local demand in addition to exporting production. Dramatic changes in the sectoral distri bution of imports occurred despite the overall stability of import shares.
Most notably, direct imports of agricultural goods declined due to greater 18 home production of beef, pork, poultry and vegetables.
The decline in total leakage due to investment demand (Table 3B) is Hue primarily to the rise in the share of construction and the decline in the^hare of metal industries. Despite the decline in total imports Imports induced by $100 of government services (Table 3C) declined from $24 to $ 17 (Table 3) , mirroring the transformation of the government from a sluggish bureaucracy for maintaining agricultural infrastructure and limited urban services into a more active interventionist and promo tional role. Government activities^^in 1963 generated imports of processed foods for hospitals and schools, petroleum for government vehicles, metal products for office supplies and business and transport services for industrial and tourist promotion.
The diversification of the export bundle from sugar cane to manu factures failed to affect the level of induced imports (See Table 3D ). This stability was due to the balancing of two opposing effects. First was a mov 2 away from sugar milling, a low import generator, toward more 19 See Barker and Lecumber, op. cit., p. 9-
The final demand delivery of "government services". Sector 2 6, consists of one entry of government service expendit^-e, and rio cornpositional changes are recorded. Thus changes in the "basket" of government services must be traced directly to the input structure and related to the performance and programs of the insular government.
•^Part of the decline in imports is due to a shift of government con struction from government demand in 1948 to capital formation in 1963. The first fifteen years of export-propelled industrialization resulted in stability of the share of import demand. This stability is seen as the consequence of changes in demand composition, technology, and a "natural" import-replacement, and is hypothesized to be in part the outcome of two offsetting "phases" of export-led industrialization. In the first phase, Ao^rican branch plants were established on the Island and relied on imports of mainland materials. In the next phase, suppliers of the first-wave industries settled on the Island, partially closing the leakages created in the first phase and importing only lower-valued, raw materials.
The hypothesis that the absence of protection from mainland industries would necessarily lead to a higher level of import dependence is unsubstan tiated. In the case of Puerto Rico, many sectors have undergone considerable import-replacement; others have remained heavily import dependent. Perhaps the stability and growth of the Puerto Rican economy have been achieved by means of its annexation to and integration with the North American economy in the absence of a more autonomous industrialization.
